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Stable exchanges have long been recognized as one of the major prerequisites
for a nourishing foreign trade. StabWty did exist at some time in the past
when major trading countries of the world adhered to a common gold stand
ard. Ever since the breakdown of the gold standard, numerous efforts have
been made to stab1llze exchanges without the use of specie payments. These
attempts, however, have remained unsuccessful. The main reason for fallure
of recent stabWzation practices can be traced to a fiagrant disregard of their
theoretical premises. It is the purpose of this paper to point out the inherent
theoretical contradiction in some present efforts Which must be recognized
in order to correct these errors in future revisions of economic pollcy.

TID GoLD STAlfDAIlD. A popuJ8r suggestion for the practical achievement of
stable exchange rates consists in the simple recommendation for a return to
the gold standard. It is, therefore, not entirely academic to 8WJ1Jhar1Ze these
shortcomings inherent in any specie standard which were responsible for its
abandonment in the depression of the Thirtles.1

1. A stable means of exchange does not need .and should not have an in
trlnslc commerc1a1 value of its own such as gold does, because in this
case the monetary value becomes to some extent a function of 1J11n1nI.
Gold producing nations have a vested interest in lnflated exchanIe rates
in order to get more forelp exchange for their chief export commodity.
Tbls 18 not an incentive condUcive to stabWZlntr rates.

lPor a tbOl'Ough treatment of the f,Old ItaDdard the reader .. referred to ''The
Gold staDdard In TbeoI7 and Practice' by a. O. Hawtrey.
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2. All monetal'1 standards b88ed on metal In limited supply may be faced
by phyllcal shortage. particularly if the same money is widely used for
such nuctuatinl purpoees as hoarding In the event of poUtical crises.
for domestic circulation, or as bank note reserves. The gold exchange
standard boosted Into prominence by the recommendations of the Con
ference of Genoa In 1922. can effectively prevent actual shortages of the
metal for monetary purposes, but it w111 not el1m1nate the simple fact
that foreign exchange shortages can be caused faster than gold can be
mtned. Th1a certainly encourages speculation to put pressure on any

country in a weak exchange position where borrowing gold is impossible.
and the abandoning of the exchange rate becomes the inevitable conse
Quence.

3. The strongest point of attack was levelled against the inherent "defla
tionary blas" of the gold standard, an apt phrase coined by Mrs.
Robinson. It was pointed out that in the fluctuation of gold reserves
there is no neceS8ary limit beyond which a country must stop accumu
lation of the precious metal, but there is a very definIte lower limit to
gold reaerves: that is, their complete exhaustion. This means that a
country may arbitrarily reduce its price levels, undersell its competitors.
and accumulate gold. The rest of the nations must sooner or later fall
in line, reduce their own price levels-deflate-or face the complete drain
of gold reserves. Since deflation means usually domestic unemployment,
such a poUcy is in contradiction with the declared goal of most nations.
This major weakness of the gold standard has never been refuted and
nothing has occurred in recent years to cause a, reversal of this theoreti
cal conclusion. Stable exchange rates cannot be assured by the gold
standard alone.

ExCHANGE STA81LIZATIOM FuMDS'. Another method used to overcome the
hazarda of freely fluctuating exchanges consists in the creation of various
types of exchange stabilization funds. These funds may be limited to the
purpose of controlling the exchange rates of one country relative to gold or
to some other leading currency, or, it may manage the stabilization of a num
ber of currencies by agreement such as was done in 1936 by the Tripartite Cur
rency Agreement between England, France and the United States.

"An Exchange Stabl11zation Fund Is a device for restricting the movement
of fore1ln exchange rates in a free market without sacrificing national in
dependence in the choice of a domestic credit polley and its effective admJn
1IJtration.'03 The stabllizatlon fund as a successor to the gold standard func
tiona beat under the same conditions needed for a successful gold standard.
In other words. the fUnd's operations remain effective only as long as the
,eneral economic pollcy of the country follows the trend established abroad
by Ita major suppliers and key customers. Its reserves of foreign exchange
can never exceed _the total holdings of the country; this fact creates an auto
matic 11m1t to the usefulness. -

Recoan1tion of these shortcomings became evident in the creation of the
International Monetary Fund by the Bretton-Woods Conference in 1944. All
principal tradlna nations of the day Joined in this broad stab1l1zation agree
ment; the or1g1nal charter was silned by 44 countries. Non-member states
coUld not possibly wreck this new effort. particularly if the Fund had the
power to lmpose its monetary dec1s1ona on its members and the broad authority
to draw upon all members' exo::bange reserves. The theory of this agreement
was quite correct. a common effort in the same direction by so many partic1-

- pants would render the Job of stablUzation simple and effective. All countries
aiID1DI the Bretton-Woods Agreements pledled themselves to a domestic
polley of fUll employment and stable price levels. In many cases, they had
prom1aed more than they could keep.

... ...... of NaUooa: "IIlterDatloDal CUrrency BxperIence" (11+1) p. 143 ff.
It()p. cit., p. 155
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Where a member government finds itself under domestic pressure of an
infiationary type, the stable price level will be abandoned. In this case the
Fund has three alternatives: It may stabilize on a new level taking into ac
count the reduced value of the currency; it may reduce the drain of reserves
by restrictions which eliminates the concept of a free exchange market; or it
may back the country with a never-ending stream of reserves provided. by
other nations. The IMP does not have the constitutional power to follow any
one of these theoretical possibilities and must stand idly by. Members in
difficulties have liberally taken advantage of the escape clauses under which
they may restrict the movement of exchange, or depreciate the exchange rate
according to their own sovereign decision. '!be IMF, therefore, has faUed. to
become that stabilizing factor it was intended to be.

The International Monetary Fund was conceived as a supra-national body
for the purpose of controlling exchanges. But its charter contained some
contradictions which marked the new enterprise as hopeless from the start,
in spite of the encouraging comments which greeted the new organization when
it first appeared on the scene.

To see this fundamental contradiction more clearly-it apparently escaped
the architects of the agreement, or, at least, did not present itself in its true
importance-we must focus on the relationship of domestic price movements,
exchange rates and reserves, the three controll1ng factors of international
equilibrium. The "classical" gold standard formUla combined the three com
ponents by establishing the principle that domestic price movements must be
directed by national governments in such fashion as to produce stable reserves
at given exchange rates. The "stab1l1zed" paper standards used essentially
the same formUla. Under this formula an independent national full-employ
ment policy becomes impossible. Even though it may be readily agreed that
small countries cannot maintain a high standard of living and an independent
economic policy when a large part of their activity centers on foreign trade
(over 20% in some small European countries>, under the announced principle
that even the leading country can not maintain an independent position over
a long period. Domestic inflation at fixed exchange rates will bocst imports
since foreign goods are cheaper now, and will reduce exports which have
become too expensive.

The result on the reserves forces an early rever~al of this pollcy. But even
without infiation, a full employment policy will have the same effect if not
followed promptly by other nations. Expansion of the domestic economy
produces the by-product of higher imports. At the same time, exports wllI
not increase since any multipller effect caused abroad by our added imports
will not be felt for a long time if it is not lost entirely under the impact of
other forces. On the contrary, the greater opportunities offered by the home
market may divert potential exports to this market and disturb the balance
of payments even more. In this case, the duration of the national boom be
comes entirely a function of the .exchange reserves. It the foreign trade of
such a country should be determined more strongly by income than by price
considerations as this is frequently the case, a movement of the exchange rate
could not restore an equ1l1br1um situation. In the absence of appropriate in
ternational institutions, this boom could be maintained only when an infiow
of investment capital from abroad takes advantage of the opportunity to earn
a higher income and, incidentally, replenishes the reserves of the country.
SUch an automatic adjustment assumes a period of poUtical calm Which the
present generation no longer remembers and hardly considers a practical pos
sibility in the foreseeable future.

.This leads us to the conclusion that stable exchanges if not maintained at
the expense of an independent national economic polley, can be usured only
by reserves Which are 80 impressive as to bridge even a protracted lap in the
balance of payments and to discourage speculation. The founders of the
International Monetary Fund clearly preserv~ the independence of national
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poUc1. but falled to confer the reserve power required to achieve its stabtu
.tion ,oal.

The moat recent oraanizatlon 1ncorporatlng the same error Is the European
Payments Union. founded in 1950 after long d1scWl81ons. This organization
created for the pUJ1)Ole of factutattng exchange transactions between countries
of Western Europe united in the Office of European Economic Cooperation
(OBBO) hal establ1ahed a system of debits and credits which may be accumu
lated within l1m1ts in favor of other partners. Within three months from its
foundation, one of the participants, Western Germany, had to draw 80 heavUy
on its cred1ts aa to reqUire special arrangements in order to avoid the 1m
mecUate breakdown of the lnstttutton! This first weakness promptly endan
gered the posttton ot the Netherlands whose EPM credits neared exhaustion.OI

The European Payments Union is really an amazing document which can
be explained but not excU8ed by the fact that it formed a compromise ar
rived at under preasure of necessity to agree on the best use of dollars assigned
by the U.8. Congress for European Recovery. The original Idea tried to use
this common dollar fund as a reserve pool for the beneficiaries. It was cor
rectly asaumed that these reserves could form the basts of a much wider trad
1DI volume if all beneficiaries would be w1l1ing to grant credit in their own
currencies to each other in order to buy as much as possJble within this large
trading area and limit the use of dollars only to purchases which were not
obtainable in Western Europe. This suggested payment method would have
removed the earl1er objections against some previous purchases under the
Jl\u'opean Recovery Program where orders had been placed in the United
States for merchandise obtainable in a neighboring country only because the
dollars were obtainable while the currency of the other beneficiary nation
was temporarily hard to get and the credit system had broken down.

A long series of objections from every comer of the world against this new
payments plan forced some drastic revisions in the original project. As the
Bul'opean Payment Union has been finally agreed upon it constitutes a com
promise which Is clearly unworkable. It does establ1sh credit under fixed
quotas in the form of an overdraft privilege. When a country starts using
the credit It incurs rising llabUiUes which must be paid in gold (dollars, or
pound sterling under some definite conditions) unW the credit ts exhausted.
Slnce this payment union allows dollar credit only within the l1mits set by
the yearly allocation ot funds voted for this particular purpose by an authority
beyond Its control, the reserve base is rather precarious. The new union has
no Jur1sd1ction with respect to the economic pol1cy of the participating coun
tries and it can not control the exchange rate. How it could possibly be ex
pected to exert a stab111z1ng effect beyond that minimum inherent in any lor
etan loan is hard to see.

Prom the foregoing examples of stabUization efforts in practice the follow
blI conclusions seem to be Justified:

StabWzation of exchange rates requires the close cooperation of enough
leacl1nI tracUnc countries to render the system immune to outside attack.

Th1a cooperation between partners must be wholehe&rted without restrictive
quallftcatlona. Plxed ezcb8D&'e rates can be maintained only when price level
flucmaUona are narrowly llmlted to conform to the same pattern in all par
UclpaUq nations.

:It price levels are allowed to respond to purely domestic lnfluences. a suc
C8IItUl stabWalna system must be entiUed to alter the exchange rates to keep
up with emtlnl conditions.

... NY "l'ImeI. 00\. M. 1_

... MY Ttmea. No•• 20. 1850
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The effectiveness of any stabUlzaUon lnsUtuUon depends chleny on the
quality and quanUty of its reserves. Only when reserves are apparently un
llmlted wU1 a single member country feel safe to abandon its own individual
restrictions.

The size of reserves is not the only conslderaUon. The condlUons of aVall
ability are at least as important as the total amount. Under a quota system
only the amount open to each member matters.

The importance of reserves is not Ilmlted to amounts actually paid but
centers strongly on what is potentially avaUable to the member states.

Explicit recognition of the true connection between domestic price levels,
exchange rates and reserves must form the basis tor any new approach toward
solving the problem of intemational exchange stability.
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